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The bestselling indispensable resource for parents and caregivers, covering more than 175
common symptoms and healthcare problems, to raise a healthy, happy childFor a lot more than
forty years, Looking after YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER has been the go-to resource for parents
and caregivers. It provides the newest information on critical childcare issues, from how to
proceed in the event of a injury to everyday issues such as common allergy symptoms and
ailments. With the most recent on ADHD, autism, breast-feeding, childhood unhappiness and
obesity, self-discipline, immunizations, and more, the publication also features sections on youth
sports and mind trauma, genetic screening, and minimizing risks of surgical procedure. Covering
everything from birth to infancy and toddlerhood, to first issues, growth and advancement, and
the most common injuries and issues through adolescence, Taking Care of Your Child is easy to
use, also in an emergency: you can simply look up an indicator to locate a complete
description of probable causes, how to treat the problem in the home, and when to see a
medical expert.
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A great resource to help during a medical crisis I really like the thought of this publication:
allowing parents to determine when to treat their children at home, see a medical expert, or
visit the er.. Some basic medical info is also provided. It was consulted many times within their
lives.(I browse the 9th edition of the book.) I used this book 35+ years ago with my very own .
Would highly recommend for anyone, especially first-time parents. While this info is helpful, some
of it had been outdated or overly-simplistic. For more complete details on nursing, I recommend
"The Nursing Mother's Companion," and for feeding on and nutrition, I recommend "Baby-Led
Weaning. Each medical situation features a neat workflow diagram and easy-to-follow
instructions. So beneficial to know when to get outside medical treatment and things you can
do at home. I've the first edition, and was happy to see it was updated and still around for my
kids.. Most effective child care book I know A must have for each parent!! I simply advise
against first time expecting parents studying all of it simultaneously, since it will freak you out
considering all the illnesses and accidental injuries possible for children! Excellent parent aid
Well crafted and formatted book - easy to use. This is a user-friendly book with good
information. It is very easy to access I used this publication when my children were small 25
years ago. This is a user-friendly book with good details. Now I purchased the 9th edition for
my child to use with his new boy. It is very accessible, specifically at 3am with a sick child.
Obviously written and very well-organized! I wore mine out 30 years back when my kids were
young, and purchased this for my boy and daughter-in-rules and grandson. This edition
provides lots more information compared to the one I acquired those years ago, but the flow
charts remain the best for answering all of your questions and concerns. Helpful, practical book
I gave this reserve as a gift to new parents. It is the same book, right now many editions later,
that my children's pediatrician suggested.A good part of the book is devoted to basic health
information for parents from pregnancy through adolescence. An extremely helpful practical
book, simple format. We had the initial edition when he was born and found it very useful.
Would highly recommend for anyone We bought this for our boy and daughter-in-law. We had
the 1st edition when he was born and found it very helpful."However, if you're looking for a
book to assist you know how to proceed in confirmed medical crisis together with your child,
Taking Care of Your Child is a great resource to keep on your shelf. Excellent reference book...
I used this reserve 35+ years ago with my own child and I give the updated version of it
frequently as baby shower gifts. Five Stars great baby gift Excellent book. and was pleased to
see it was updated and still around for . I bought my first duplicate about 25 years back and
today I am buying my pregnant girl a publication of her own. LOL!
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